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Abstract

Knowledge of the complicated flow characteristics of magnetorheological (MR) suspensions is necessary for simulations, calculations in engineering processes, or designing new devices utilizing these systems. In this study, we employed three constitutive equations (three-parameter models) for an evaluation of steady shear behavior of MR suspensions. The predictive/fitting capabilities of the Robertson–Stiff (R–S) model were compared with the commonly used Herschel–Bulkley (as a reference) and the Mizrahi–Berk models. The appropriateness of the models was examined using rheological data for diluted as well as concentrated MR systems. The effect of magnetic field strength on model fitting capabilities was also investigated. The suitability of the individual models was evaluated by observing correlation coefficient, sum of square errors, and root mean square errors. A statistical analysis demonstrated that the best fitting capabilities were exhibited by the R–S model, while others provided less accurate fits with the experimental data. Therefore, shear stresses and the yield stress predicted according to the R–S equation can be considered as the most accurate under defined conditions in comparison with the Herschel–Bulkley and the Mizrahi–Berk model predictions. We also showed that the consistency index obtained from the R–S model increased with increasing magnetic field and particle concentration, which physically reflected more rigid internal structures generated in MR suspensions upon an external magnetic field. This behavior was indistinguishable when other models were applied. © 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

I. INTRODUCTION

Materials containing micron-sized, soft, ferromagnetic particles dispersed in a nonmagnetic medium are widely known as conventional magnetorheological (MR) suspensions. These systems have been widely studied because they can undergo rapid, reversible, and tunable changes of their properties upon the application of an external magnetic field [1–3]. In the absence of the magnetic field, particles are randomly dispersed in a medium, and the MR suspension behaves almost like a Newtonian fluid. When the external magnetic field is imposed, magnetically polarizable particles rapidly form rigid chain or column-like structures parallel to the magnetic field direction, making a barrier in the flow domain. As a result, the yield stress appears and viscosity increases several orders of magnitude. The microstructural transition in the magnetic field is governed by a level of competition between the magnetic and hydrodynamic forces. This phenomenon is called the MR effect, and due to this attribute, MR suspensions have attracted significant attention in the automotive or other engineering fields. Dampers, brakes, clutches, valves, precise polishing, or even robotic and haptic devices are just some of the examples of their wide applicability [4–7]. Due to a broad range of possible prospective applications, extensive research on the MR suspensions has been performed. Many studies are related to
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\[ \tau = \tau_0 + K\dot{\gamma}^n, \quad (2) \]

where \( K \) and \( n \) are the consistency index and power-law exponent, respectively. The \( K \) and \( n \) are material parameters related to materials’ flow behaviors.

The Casson model is another predictive model reported in magnetorheology [2,18,19]. This two-parameter empirical model was originally proposed to describe the rheology of printing inks. Lately, it was shown that it provides suitable rheological descriptions for materials such as blood or food products [17]. On the other hand, more complex models (containing more parameters) such as the Papanastasiou model [11] have been suggested. However, the use of simpler models is more appropriate for complex computational problems.

The Robertson–Stiff (R–S) model (also known as the Vocadlo model) [Eq. (3)] was proposed to describe the rheological behavior with nonlinear characteristics of bentonite suspensions, cement slurries, or polymer solutions and gels [17,20]. Due to the similar flow behavior of these materials with MR suspensions, we used the R–S model in magnetorheology for the first time. The mathematical expression of the R–S model is a combination of the Bingham plastic and Ostwald de Waele equations

\[ \tau = K(\dot{\gamma}_0 + \dot{\gamma})^n, \quad (3) \]

where parameters \( K \) and \( n \) can be considered similar to those in the H–B model [Eq. (2)], but parameter \( \dot{\gamma}_0 \) denotes the shear rate correction factor. The term \( (\dot{\gamma}_0 + \dot{\gamma}) \) is an effective shear rate [21].

We widened the scope of our investigation by using the Mizrahi–Berk (M–B) model [Eq. (4)], which is commonly used in food engineering [22]. Recently, it was proved to be successful in describing the rheology of concentrated xanthan gum solutions [23]. The M–B is a three-parameter viscoplastic model incorporating the yield stress term, and it can be expressed by the following mathematical formulation:

\[ \tau = \tau_0 + K\dot{\gamma}^n \quad (4) \]

with all variables defined similarly as in models above.

For the equations above [Eqs. (1), (2), and (4)], the following condition can be applied:

\[ \dot{\gamma} = 0, \quad |\tau| < \tau_0. \quad (5) \]

The expression shows that the yield stress must be overcome to initiate deformation or flow of the material [2]. However, there is some discussion [24] whether a true yield stress exists or not. Despite the controversy, the engineering reality of the yield stress is a desirable and useful concept in a wide range of applications, once the yield stress is properly defined. There is no standard procedure to measure a yield stress value. The common technique is an indirect determination involving appropriate rheological models [23,25].

In this study, steady shear rheological experiments with MR suspensions based on different particle concentrations were performed under various magnetic fields, and the obtained flow curves were analyzed. Viscoplastic models (R–S and M–B) commonly used in other research areas have been employed. To the best of our knowledge, these models have not previously been used in magnetorheology. The main objective of this study was to evaluate the predictive/fitting capabilities of these three-parameter viscoplastic models for a rheological data description of MR suspensions, especially in a low shear rate range (up to 250 s\(^{-1}\)) with an emphasis on its engineering importance. Finally, the predicted dynamic yield stress as a parameter of fitting models was evaluated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Particle characteristics

Carbonyl iron (CI) particles (BASF Corporation, Germany) were employed as a dispersed phase. Particle morphology was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Tescan Vega II LMU, Czech Republic) operating at 15 kV. The porosity of the CI particles was identified via a low-temperature nitrogen adsorption/desorption process using a volumetric instrument (Belsorp-mini II, Bel, Japan) and evaluated based on the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET) analysis. The response of the CI particles to an external magnetic field was measured by vibrating-sample magnetometry (VSM; Model 7407, Lake Shore, USA) on the approximately 200 mg sample in the range of \(\pm 780 \text{kA m}^{-1}\) at room temperature.

B. Preparation of suspensions

Appropriate amounts of the CI particles were mixed with commonly used silicone oil Lukosiol M200 (Chemical Works Kolm, Czech Republic, dynamic viscosity of 197 mPa s, and density of 0.97 g cm\(^{-3}\) at 25°C) resulting in MR suspensions with volume concentrations of 7.5, 15, and 30 vol. %, respectively. In order to eliminate moisture content, the silicone oil was dried at 120°C and under a vacuum of 200 mbar for 48 h prior to use and left to cool down to room temperature in a desiccator. The suspensions were vigorously mixed and then sonicated for 2 min using an ultrasonic device (Sonopuls HD 2070, Bandelin electronic, Germany).

C. Rheological measurements

All steady shear flow measurements were performed on a Physica MCR502 (Anton Paar GmbH, Austria) rheometer in controlled shear rate mode. Uniformity of magnetic field and the wall slip phenomenon as two possible issues related to magnetorheology measurements were considered [26]. The device was equipped with a Physica MRD 170/1 T magnetocell, which was supplied with an electric current up to 1.5 A. This condition ensured sufficient uniformity of magnetic field and thus adequate column-like structure formation [27]. The electric current was correlated to the true magnetic field strength using a Teslameter (Magnet Physic, FH 51, Dr. Stein groover GMBH, Germany). The applied magnetic field strengths were found to be \(0–432 \text{kA m}^{-1}\). The amount of 0.25 ml of the tested MR suspension was placed between a
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. General characterization

Obviously both, particle dimensions as well as their morphology influence the MR response [2,31]. Also roughness of particle surface plays an important role in the interparticle friction, or structuration of the MR suspension and ultimately affects the rheological behavior of the MR suspensions [32]. Therefore, these characteristics of the employed CI were investigated via SEM. Figure 1 illustrates a micrograph of the studied sample. As can be clearly seen, particles exhibited almost a spherical shape with quite smooth surfaces a diameter ranging between 1 and 5 μm.

Particle porosity as an important parameter for the calculations of particle volume fraction was determined. If the particles are porous, the final particle density could be significantly affected [32]. However, since the mean pore diameter of the CI particles was approximately 10 nm, it was concluded, that the particles were determined to be compact and therefore, the density value of bulk iron was used for the calculations of the particle volume fraction. A magnetic spectrum of the utilized CI particles was measured. As depicted in Fig. 2, the magnetization curve exhibited the typical shape of a highly magnetizable material, with a low hysteresis, which indicated the appropriateness of the particles for magnetorheology.

B. Rheological measurements

One degree of freedom devices incorporating MR suspensions have been under development since the late 1940s. Their rheological behavior is modeled with the help of classical empirical models, which do not always provide satisfactory data fits [31]. Therefore, the proposal of other viscoplastic models is presented in this study. Conventional steady shear rheological measurements were performed on various formulations of MR suspensions with particular attention paid to low shear rate behavior. The practical importance of modeling is indisputable regarding MR device accuracies, e.g., haptic and force feedback systems which operate at low levels of shear stress [16]. Figure 3 shows the shear rate dependences of the shear stress for prepared MR suspensions under external magnetic fields.

The obtained flow curves exhibited typical characteristics of the MR suspension behavior. In the off-state, the shear stress of the MR suspensions was almost proportional to the shear rate, which corresponds to nearly Newtonian-like
behavior. In the on-state, the field-induced structures represented resistance against shearing, and the shear stress increased by several orders of magnitude (up to a factor of $10^4$). The on-state shear stress values were strongly dependent on the applied magnetic field strength [2–4]. This property is valuable from a practical point of view as it can provide high performance from MR devices [12]. In general, the highest shear stresses were obtained in the MR suspension based on 30 vol. % particle content. On the contrary, the lowest shear stress values were exhibited by the 7.5 vol. % MR suspension because its oriented particle chains possessed the lowest resistance against shearing.

C. Applicability of viscoplastic flow models and statistical treatment

The obtained experimental data shear stress vs shear rate was fitted with the H–B, the M–B [Eqs.(2) and (4)], and the R–S rheological models. The R–S model was used in its equivalent form [Eq.(6)] [33] in order to obtain parameters with a physical meaning applicable for the MR suspensions; hence, the following expression has been used

$$\tau = \left( K \frac{\dot{\gamma}}{\frac{\dot{\gamma}}{n}} + \frac{\tau_0}{\left( \frac{\dot{\gamma}}{\dot{\gamma}_0} \right)^{\frac{n}{m}}} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}}.$$

(6)

The close fitting of model predictions to the experimental data can be considered according to the coefficient of correlation, $R^2$, however, this parameter is not totally relevant for nonlinear models [34]. Therefore, it is more appropriate to further evaluate the model inaccuracies by means of the sum of square errors, (SSE), and the root mean square error, (RMSE). These parameters are defined according to the equations

$$\text{SSE} = \sum_i^n (\tau_i - \tau_p)^2,$$

(7)

and

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{SSE}}{N - p}},$$

(8)

where $\tau_i$ and $\tau_p$ are observed and predicted shear stresses, and

where $N$ is the number of measurements, and $p$ denotes the degrees of freedom (number of parameters in the rheological model). Thus, the observation of $R^2$, as well as SSE, and RMSE were taken into account in considering the models’ applicability. The model that provided the best fit of the data was that with the highest values of $R^2$ and the lowest values of SSE and RMSE. The results of the statistical evaluation are included in the supplementary material [35].

A demonstrational example of the flow behavior (15 vol. % MR suspension at $216 \text{ kA m}^{-1}$) was chosen to graphically present the accuracies of the employed models. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the H–B and the M–B models tend to underestimate/shear stress values at a lower/higher shear rate range. On the contrary, the application of the R–S model resulted in a good agreement between the model predictions and the data in the whole shear rate range. These findings are supported with the numerical results outlined in the supplementary material (please see Table S2) [35].

Figure 5 is displayed in order to demonstrate the R–S model capabilities to fit the rheological data collected under various magnetic fields. Clearly, the use of this model provides an excellent close—fitting to the experimental data points, which suggests its suitability and robustness. The performance of other employed models is presented numerically in Tables S1–S3.

The calculated model parameters are listed in Table I. All models revealed viscoplastic behavior, i.e., pseudoplasticity after exceeding a yield stress. The yield stress parameters with respect to flow curves correspond to the intercept on the $Y$-axis, which is discussed in Sec. III D.

The $K$ parameter reflects the consistency of the system, which in the MR suspensions increases with particle volume fraction and with applied magnetic field strength as a result

![FIG. 2. VSM spectrum of the CI particles. The inset figure displays particle magnetic hysteresis.](image)

![FIG. 3. Rheograms of the MR suspensions containing 7.5 (open squares), 15 (open circles), and 30 vol. % (open up-triangles) of the CI particles at the off-state (a), 72 kA m$^{-1}$ (b), and 432 kA m$^{-1}$ (c) magnetic field strengths.](image)
of more rigid internal structure formation. This parameter represents such physical meaning connected to consistency only as a parameter of the R–S model. In the H–B and the M–B models, K changed independently on the applied magnetic field. Therefore, the R–S model provided additional information through the consistency index, reflecting the physical property of the MR suspensions upon application of the magnetic field, while the others are from this point of view insufficient.

The n index compares the flow behavior of the MR suspension with a Newtonian fluid. When n equals 1, the fluid behaves according to Newtonian law. The MR suspensions exhibit pseudoplastic attributes, which correspond to \(0 < n < 1\). Pseudoplasticity (shear thinning behavior) can be associated with the existence of the field-induced particle structures presented in the MR suspensions. These structures are broken down into smaller aggregates due to intensive shearing and as a result, viscosity decreases. As apparent in Table I, the n is close to 1 as a fitting parameter describing the off-state behavior because the column-like structures were not developed. At the on-state, the n index decreased while exhibiting minor differences at various magnetic fields. Thus, it appears that at the on-state, the n represented only an additional parameter, and the rheological characterization was given mainly by combinations of two linear parameters (K, \(\tau_0\)).

In the M–B model, the conditions for the n parameter are set differently. Newtonian behavior corresponds to \(n = 0.5\), while pseudoplasticity occurs when \(0 < n < 0.5\) as described in [23]. Considering these assumptions, all employed models generally revealed pseudoplasticity in diluted as well as in concentrated MR suspensions, when the external magnetic field was applied.

A statistical analysis of the studied rheological models after fitting in the rheological data of 7.5, 15, and 30 vol. % MR suspensions is summarized in Tables S1–S3. The R–S model in general provided the best correlations and the lowest SSE and RMSE coefficients throughout the whole concentration range as well as magnetic strength range, when compared to other employed models. The values of R indicate that the H–B model also possesses a reasonable predictive/fitting capability, but not as accurate as the R–S model. The M–B model generally exhibited the lowest accuracies (highest RMSE) with the exceptions of the off-state situations for 7.5 and 30 vol. % MR suspensions. To conclude, the flow behavior of the studied MR suspensions was governed by the R–S equation, which demonstrated the best applicability for rheological data description.

The overall suitability of all rheological models (H–B, R–S, and M–B) was further assessed by the evaluation of their RMSE parameters for all concentrations throughout the whole magnetic field strength range. The results of the RMSE analysis are presented graphically by the use of box-plots in Fig. 6. Both the H–B and the M–B models provided similar median values as well as a similar range of the upper quartile and the position of the upper extreme, which informs on their comparable applicability. The use of the R–S model resulted in the lowest median values of the RMSE. Moreover, this model provided the overall best consistency of data values, as its interquartile range is relatively small. The RMSE analysis clearly suggests that the R–S equation provides the best description of the rheological data in the studied MR systems.

### D. Yield stress evaluation

Yield stress value cannot be regarded as an absolute material property [24]; however, once it is properly defined, delimited and circumscribed, it is one of the most important rheological characteristics of the MR suspensions. Inaccurate models may result in a shift of the predicted yield stress and, hence, problems with device precision. Therefore, finding the most accurate models is helpful. Low shear rate magnetorheology was used in order to determine flow behavior; the yield stress obtained as a parameter of different viscoplastic models was evaluated.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the dynamic yield stress increased as a result of the applied magnetic field, which is caused by polarization of the particles that changed the internal
microstructure of the system. Higher yield stresses were attained in the MR suspensions that incorporated larger amounts of particles, because these possess the ability to develop more rigid chain/column-like structures. All models predicted yield stress values in accordance to the polarization model, which suggests its quadratic proportionality with the magnetic field strength. After exceeding a critical magnetic field, $H_C$, local saturation magnetization of the particles became apparent and yield stress varied only with $H^{1.5}$ [36,37]. The $H_C$ was determined at 250 kA m$^{-1}$; however, the transition was less noticeable in the MR suspension based on 30 vol. %, probably due to a shifted local saturation magnetization as a result of higher particle volume.

In all the MR suspensions, the highest values of the yield stress were calculated as a parameter of the R–S model. The H–B and the M–B models predicted similar yield stress values; however, some discrepancies were present especially at low magnetic field strengths. Nevertheless, in general, the differences in the yield stress values for corresponding magnetic field strengths obtained via employed models were less than 10% in all studied suspensions.

### TABLE I. Calculated model parameters for the MR suspensions based on different contents of the CI under various magnetic field strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CI (vol. %)</th>
<th>Magnetic field 0 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>72 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>144 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>216 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>288 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>360 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>432 (kA m$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_0$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$t_0$</td>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$t_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>32.32</td>
<td>341.5</td>
<td>838.8</td>
<td>1516</td>
<td>2272</td>
<td>3024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3569</td>
<td>20.17</td>
<td>142.7</td>
<td>131.78</td>
<td>116.9</td>
<td>114.1</td>
<td>92.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9624</td>
<td>0.4881</td>
<td>0.3134</td>
<td>0.4188</td>
<td>0.5012</td>
<td>0.5433</td>
<td>0.6047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>126.4</td>
<td>711.6</td>
<td>1686</td>
<td>2938</td>
<td>4313</td>
<td>5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7704</td>
<td>158.6</td>
<td>283.0</td>
<td>278.3</td>
<td>244.0</td>
<td>221.8</td>
<td>287.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9107</td>
<td>0.2797</td>
<td>0.3111</td>
<td>0.3978</td>
<td>0.4729</td>
<td>0.5266</td>
<td>0.4920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>601.9</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>6528</td>
<td>9651</td>
<td>13 598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.873</td>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>385.1</td>
<td>789.8</td>
<td>961.0</td>
<td>995.1</td>
<td>979.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8643</td>
<td>0.3834</td>
<td>0.3607</td>
<td>0.3131</td>
<td>0.3522</td>
<td>0.3869</td>
<td>0.4896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| FIG. 6. RMSE boxplots of fitting models for the MR suspensions at a 99% confidence level.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, the MR suspensions based on micron-sized, spherical CI particles were prepared and their steady shear behavior was studied under various magnetic field strengths. The ability of three-parameter rheological models—H–B, R–S, and M–B—to analyze experimental rheological data of MR suspensions was systematically investigated. The R–S and the M–B models commonly used in other research fields were successfully introduced to magnetorheology. It was established that the conventional H–B model tends to underestimate the shear stress values. Based on the statistical evaluation, it was shown that the R–S model is a better alternative and can be considered as a more reliable analysis tool for the rheological data description of MR suspensions based on the spherical CI particles in a steady shear regime. The M–B model generally provided the lowest predictive/fitting capability. Considering the n parameter values, all models revealed pseudoplasticity in both dilute as well as concentrated MR suspensions upon the external magnetic field. The K parameter in the R–S model increased with the particle volume fraction and magnetic field strength, which was associated with the presence of more rigid internal structures in the system, while K parameter in the H–B and the M–B models varied randomly. Furthermore, it was found that the dynamic yield stresses predicted according to employed models were similar. Nevertheless, the yield stress obtained using the R–S model is seemingly the most accurate under defined conditions, as this model exhibited the closest fit to the experimental data.
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